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Chapter 1

A brain’s hole tale

Future intelligent life in our universe would have but
one remaining option: to inject enough information
into a new universe to recreate our civilization on the
other side of the wormhole.

Michio Kaku - “Parallel Worlds”

This is a tale of an ordinary man with ordinary thoughts. But
something extraordinary happened to those thoughts, although no
one really ever noticed. How do I know about it then, it doesn’t
really matter. The name of the man doesn’t really matter either,
but let’s call him Ebwhe, or just Eb for short.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 2

Par-cell

The tragedy of old age is not that one is old, but
that one is young.

Oscar Wilde - “The Picture of Dorian Gray”

This is the story of Boddes, a man who had to fight his own
body in order to achieve his ultimate goal in this universe: to live
a humble life.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 3

God herself

One of the truly bad effects of religion is that it
teaches us that it is a virtue to be satisfied with not
understanding.

Richard Dawkins - “The God Delusion”

This story is about the origin of all things, and about a particular
woman turned into a goddess who wasn’t interested in becoming
one.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 4

Luck magnet

I’m a great believer in luck, and I find the harder I
work, the more I have of it.

Thomas Jefferson

This is the tale of Jimbo, a truly lucky man, or so everyone
thought. All his wishes could have become true, if only he had
wished for something. Some people get what they deserve, while
others get what others deserve. And some others, they just don’t
care. But let me tell you Jimbo’s story, and leave the morale to
the reader’s judgment.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 5

Dark Ages

Shall pain help me reach completeness?

KOS-MOS in Xenosaga

Without the proper care, magic can be a dangerous thing. Even
experienced witches can get burnt after abusing fire spells. Apart
from these dangers, the black mage in our story suffered the con-
sequences of casting her spells in a world that was not in need of
them.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 6

Cat interlude

Dogs have Masters. Cats have staff.

Anonymous

Have you ever paid attention to cats’ lives? Cats have their own
dramas, and humans participate in some of these. Since the lifes-
pan of a human is longer than that of a cat, a single human can
witness many cat dramas during his or her lifetime. This story is a
recollection of some of such dramas.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 7

The longest night

All men, whilst they are awake, are in one common
world: but each of them, when he is asleep, is in a
world of his own.

Plutarch

Some people seem to never get enough sleep. How much sleep is
necessary for a person to fully recover from the stress of the day?
The protagonist of this story managed to sleep long enough so the
world that was stressing him had become a completely different
one by the time he woke up.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 8

Optionality syndrome

What is it about options that is so difficult for us?
Why do we feel compelled to keep as many doors
open as possible, even at great expense? Why can’t
we simply commit ourselves?

Dan Ariely - “Predictably Irrational”

Giving up on options is hard. Even worse, the more options we
have, the more unfortunate we may feel when giving up on some of
them. This story is about a man who found a brute-force solution
to this dilemma.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 9

Tree pause

Solitary trees, if they grow at all, grow strong.

Winston Churchill

The life of a tree has to be quite boring, staying at one place
most of its life. But if trees feel something, it is probably in a
slower and longer span than humans, so perhaps they don’t feel as
bored as one may guess. We should try and ask the tree of this
story.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 10

To the power of two

For what profit is it to a man if he gains the whole
world, and loses his own soul?

Matthew 16:26

To feel like one has superpowers is not the same as actually
having them. But a genuine feeling of power may hide some really
unique property in an individual. If you feel that that is your case,
in order to show to the world your super-abilities, you better find
their origin first. Be prepared for any surprise that you may find.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 11

Hack3rs reunited

You have clearly proved, that ignorance, idleness,
and vice, are the proper ingredients for qualifying a
legislator; that laws are best explained, interpreted,
and applied, by those whose interest and abilities lie
in perverting, confounding, and eluding them.

Jonathan Swift - “Gulliver’s Travels”

Do hackers hack indiscriminately, or is there some kind of ul-
terior purpose in their hacks? Is there such a thing as “hackers’
ethics”? Would you become something you hate if you had too?
Would the universe let you fulfill your destiny given enough re-
sources? To answer all these questions you could try to hack into
the creator’s mind, or just keep reading the following story.

Previously published.
Check http://endavid.com
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Chapter 12

Music to go

I wish only for the salvation of mankind, but for that
to happen, the world must first be remade.

Claudia Wolf in “Silent Hill 3”

The notes of this story play about death. But don’t get fooled
by its melody, since what it relates it’s a brighter future for mankind.

12.1 Requiem

The concert was about to begin. The orchestra was a bit tense,
so, the conductor, Ben, tried to calm them down with some jokes.
Their music “will elevate everyone’s spirits”, he said jokingly. The
people from the orchestra let go a nervous laugh.

The philharmonic orchestra finally entered the concert hall and
then the public quickly went silent. Violins seemed more strident
than usual, so it took them longer to adjust. After the tuning, the
conductor stepped in, and shook hands with the concertmaster.
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The applauses sounded almost at unison, neither too loud, nor too
shy, somehow ritual.

Ben rose his conducting baton with a firm gesture, and then
started to draw smooth sinusoids on air, moving his arms slowly
from left to right. The chorus started singing,

Lacrimosa
Lacrimosa dies illa
Qua resurget ex favilla
Judicandus homo reus.
Huic ergo parce, Deus
Pie Jesu Domine
Dona eis requiem, Amen.

Fortunately, most probably no one in the public would be able
to understand the lyrics. The important thing was that they were
captivated by the music and the slow movements of the whole
orchestra. The bows from the violins kept moving up and down at
unison, and the conductor carefully controlled the beat and tempo
with his arm movements.

Less and less people applauded after each interlude. By the end
of the second act, all the public became completely silent. Everyone
had already left this world, but the orchestra kept on playing until
the end, such were Ben’s manners. Whether all these dead bodies
would appreciate this courtesy or not, it was impossible for him to
know.

12.2 All that antimatters

Ben’s orchestra grew smaller and smaller with time, becoming a
chamber orchestra in just a few weeks. The reason was that the
musicians themselves, one by one, decided to join the public at
some point or another. The people from the agency, who were in
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charge of taking care of the bodies, also gradually left and became
bodies themselves.

That’s how in a matter of months Ben was the only one left in
the concert hall to say goodbye to whatever humans were left. He
had to change the program to a series of piano solos, and he had to
take care of incinerating all the bodies by himself after each concert
was finished. He was worried that all that burning would pollute the
Earth’s atmosphere even more. Although as far as egoistic humans
were concerned, the added pollution wouldn’t matter anymore.

Earth had become almost uninhabitable for humans faster than
anyone would have expected. Centuries ago there had been a simi-
lar crisis, when humans relied on burning dead plants as their main
source of energy. Fortunately back then, bit by bit, humans man-
aged to replace those plants turned into stone and oil by cleaner
energies, such as wind or solar energies. Even nuclear power was
improved to a point of almost zero-waste.

However, the race for energy never stopped. Humans were spe-
cially eager to leave Earth and explore the universe, but it took that
much energy just to get free from Earth’s gravitational force. This
problem was solved when scientists found in deep space a source
of vast amounts of energy: antimatter. Although the amount that
the space satellite PAMELA7 had found was scarce, it was enough
to satisfy greedy space explorers.

Scientists found ways to harvest antimatter, using large electro-
magnetic nets, and they started using it on Earth. But containing
antimatter was not an easy task. They had to ionize the antimatter
into a gas of ions, and then safely confine it in a “magnetic bottle”.
But any small leak in the magnetic field would put in contact the
antimatter with the matter in the walls of the chamber, enough to
break hell loose.

And that’s exactly what happened one unfortunate day that a
few antiatoms escaped their magnetic trap, producing a explosion
that destroyed the container itself, exploding in turn and making
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other containers to break, creating a chain reaction that almost
immediately blew away half of a particularly energy-greedy country.

The air grew so hot for an instant, that it created small but fiery
natural fusion reactions in the atmosphere. Temperatures grew so
high that, whoever had survived the first blast, disintegrated the
next instant.

However, that was not the worst part of the accident. With all
these apparently clean energies being released, you may be think-
ing that there would be no real long-term consequences, of course.
Exactly the same many scientists had believed. Reality turned out
to be quite a different story. The higher temperatures in the atmo-
sphere kept atoms fusing and fusing, creating heavier and heavier
elements in the periodic table. By the time the reactions stopped,
half the Earth was covered by a layer of poisonous gases, turning
the planet into a cousin of Venus.

Temperatures grew colder, winds became hurricanes, and poi-
sonous chemicals slowly killed plants and animals. There was still
hope for some algae and insects, but no way for a human to be-
come resistant to that curse. If no adaptation is possible, a species
has only two other options: to run away, or to die. Humans chose
both.

12.3 Metempsychosis

The greed for space exploration and exploitation had doomed Earth,
but it also gave humans an opportunity for salvation. After explor-
ing many Goldilock zones in search of an Earth-like planet, a space
probe had hit the spot several decades ago. Although fairly a cou-
ple of light years away, it was still a very long trip. Even if they
were able to reach the speed of light, it would take several years
and huge amounts of energy to reach that planet.

But of course scientists knew about this beforehand. That’s
why the probes that reached the planet in the first place were filled
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with nanorobots that would help to create an anchor to break the
speed of light: a teleportation anchor.

The problem with teleportation is that you can only send bits,
not matter. It also means that you need an exact copy of what
you want to send before you can actually send it. Fortunately for
humans, some scientist called Teeqm had already figured out how
to make copies of humans centuries ago.

So the probes also contained the DNAs of relevant people on
Earth, including some expert astronauts, and the replicating ma-
chines necessary to make those cells grow. Given the appropri-
ate environment with enough biological resources, a human adult
should be ready in a couple of months.

After the human copy was readied, they only needed to teleport
the brain of the subject. But of course, the original brain would be
lost in the process. There were also some risks of information loss,
since it was nearly impossible to have exactly the same number
of molecules in both brains. Still, it was less risky than trying to
teleport the whole body. Besides, the plasticity of the brain would
allow a fast recovery from possible losses.

And that’s how the first astronauts, scientists, and engineers
were teleported and started exploring the new planet. And after
the antimatter explosion incident, governments traced a plan to
evacuate Earth citizens to that planet. People started to line up in
space ports in order to have their DNAs scanned and sent as soon
as possible in the next space probe to that planet.

The probes would arrive in a few years, and then they would
have to wait for the clone to fully develop before teleportation was
possible. So in the end teleportation was not that immediate as
one would have guessed in the first place. That meant that many
people would die on Earth before they could ever be teleported.
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12.4 Believe it or not

Word had it that teleporting your brain, whether while awake or
while asleep, was a painful and traumatic experience. People said
that the best way to ease the pain was listening to some music while
being teleported, preferably live classical music. Brains seemed to
be positively stimulated by these primitive sounds coming from air
percussion and strings.

Space ports got so many requests, that they finally created an
augmented teleport room in the form of a concert hall. There were
not many live concertists these days, and Ben was the only one to
accept the job. That’s how Ben ended up here.

Although it is not pleasant to say goodbye with words, Ben
could handle this by playing “Auld Lang Syne”. To Ben’s eyes,
it seemed as if people simply died during his performance. But
of course, these people would wake up in a different body in an-
other planet. Was this promise of afterdeath real, or just a clever
way devised by governments so people were spared the suffering of
knowing there was no future left for them? Having these doubts
in his head, Ben decided he would not teleport himself, and that’s
why his DNA was not in any of the space probes. Being so, his
destiny was linked to that of Earth.

With almost everybody gone, it was practically impossible try-
ing to find other people who, like Ben, had been reluctant to go
to another world. Civilization on Earth was coming to a halt, since
everything in society is a product of a complex network of humans.
Without the support of millions of people, things that we usually
take for granted, like communicating with the rest of the world,
become humongous tasks.

But if there was a place that could attract the attention of
any person that could have been left behind, that was Ben’s space
station. It was the only way out of here, after all. And so one day
a group of thirteen people came looking around, asking for a lift to
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another planet.

It was a group of religious people. It was hard to believe that
there were still people following weird primitive rituals these days,
but Ben respected these minorities, since he understood the con-
flicts of our yet primitive minds in this modern world. The leader
of the group was a man called Sei, and apparently he had con-
vinced the others that scientists were mocking God by playing with
life and death. Sei believed that they should wait for paradise on
Earth, instead of trying to find a shortcut.

Obviously from the fact of the group being now at Ben’s station,
Sei hadn’t been that much successful. In the end, his followers had
convinced him that they had better leave, just in case scientists
were right. . . Ben told them that, unfortunately, it was not possible
now to send any other DNA probe, so unless their DNAs were
already out there, he wouldn’t be able to teleport any of them.

As it turns out, their DNAs were in fact already in the target
planet, and judging by the registers, their clones should be up and
ready for brain transfer by now. Why a man with such strong
convictions as Sei would have his DNA sent to outer space? –
Ben asked him. Sei replied that it was difficult in practice to read
God’s mind, so it was wiser to always leave any door open. Well, it
was wise indeed, but that made Sei just another hypocrite, a mere
charlatan –Ben thought.

For a moment, Ben played with the idea of lying to them, and
saying that the teleporting machine was not operational anymore.
Civilization in the new planet would probably be better off without
this troupe. But then, Ben should have to spend the rest of his
days with them! So on second thoughts, it was not up to him
to decide their fates. “Would you like to be sent with or without
music in the background?” –Ben politely asked.

That was not a question to be answered lightly, of course. The
group needed deliberation concerning penitence. Did they deserve
the suffering of a silent sending, or should they enjoy a piano Re-
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quiem? They had already paid enough for the greed of others, they
thought, so they all voted for the musical option.

And those were the last dead bodies that Ben had to ever take
care of again.

12.5 My headphones, they saved my
life

Ben wasn’t exactly happy living in the space port. Electricity was
getting scarce, and the only distraction he had left was his analog
piano. At least he didn’t need to worry about survival, since there
was enough food there for centuries. Of course, it wasn’t exactly a
fest to your mouth, specially if you ate it cold to try to save some
power.

Although he wasn’t sorry for not having sent his DNA when
he had the opportunity, he was really curious about how humans
were doing in that distant planet. As far as he knew, there were
no perils there, since life was still in its early stages, and the planet
was more or less geologically stable.

Ben also wondered about the future of Earth. Probably humans
would come back centuries later to clean up their mess. What will
happen with the excess of heavy elements in the atmosphere? Will
other forms of life evolve in the meantime? Will aliens be visiting
Earth and claim its ownership before humans did?

Ben felt like going out for a walk. He went to his piano and
recorded himself playing Debussy’s “Arabesque”. He took the song
with him and left the space port.

The weather outside was awful. Not a surprise, though. It was
still midday, but everything was dark and cold. In the overcast sky,
some clouds were outlined with a pale yellow light, reflecting the
sunlight. Ben could hear a distant thunder storm. He wondered if
what happened for real was that it was just him who teleported to
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an alien planet, and the rest of humans were safe back on Earth.
But except from the sky, everything surrounding him was still very
Earth-like.

Opposite to the direction of the thunderstorm, Ben noticed a
small mountain not far from where he was standing. The mountain
had always been there, obviously, but it was the first time he noticed
it. In fact, he started noticing all the mountains filling the landscape
all of a sudden, as if the horizon had previously been a straight line
and now someone tried to scribble something on it.

Curious as he was from this sudden discovery that the world,
at least this one, is full of mountains, he turned on the magnetic
roads, and rode his hovering machine to the bottom of the closest
peak. He turned the roads off again, decided to hike to the top on
foot. It was not that tall, so he should be able to reach the top in
around four hours, he assumed.

So he started climbing, hoping to get a nice view from top.
Unfortunately, the way up was not very beautiful. Most trees had
died and the only green that was left was from some moss here and
there. Even worse, the air seemed to get thicker as he climbed, and
he started coughing.

Ben was not aware that scientists had had the roads ionized
so that some of the poisonous gases in the atmosphere could be
repelled in urban areas. But as Ben went higher and higher, so did
the exposure of his lungs to that poison.

And so by the time Ben reached the top and couldn’t recover
his breath even after some rest, he finally understood it was too
late. He would probably not survive all the way down.

But at least, most of the clouds were gone just in time for
Ben to enjoy a beautiful sunset. He remembered the beautiful red
and orange colors covering the horizon, and somehow expected the
remaining yellow clouds to shift hue towards that red.

He turned his portable music player on, and sat down to enjoy
the sunset. But again, Ben was not aware of the changes in the
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scattering properties of the atmosphere. The sun didn’t reflect any
red light. The sky turned bright green, gray, and yellow. Colors
danced at the rhythm of “Arabesque”, leaving a small trace of
green around twilight, and uncovering a browny night sky full of
dim stars. He thought to himself that he would probably be the
only one to really leave this world while listening to his music, and
the only one to ever see such a beautiful sky again.


